
Homework 2

Problem 2.1 (practice): Series notation I Write out the first four nonzero
terms in the series:

a)
∞∑

n=0

1

n!

b)
∞∑

n=1

(−1)n

n!

Problem 2.2 (practice): Series notation II Write the following series
using sigma (

∑
) notation.

a)
1 − 2 θ2 + 4 θ4 − 8 θ6 + . . .

b)
1

4
− 1

9
+

1

16
− 1

25
+ . . .

Problem 2.3 (practice): Series notation III If you need more practice
with sigma (

∑
) notation, you can get really good practice by going back and

forth between the two representations of the standard power series on the mem-
orization page. Power series are used everywhere in physics and it is very impor-
tant to be able to translate back and forth between the two representations.

Problem 2.4: Tetrahedron Find the angle between any two line segments
that join the center of a tetrahedron to its vertices. Hint: Think of the vertices
of the tetrahedron as sitting at the vertices of a cube. (You may need to build
a model and play with it to see how this works!)

Problem 2.5: Tangent Power Series Find the first four terms in the power
series of tan θ. Do so by using the set of power series that you are asked to
memorize.

Problem 2.6: Series convergence Recall that, if you take an infinite num-
ber of terms, the series for sin z and the function itself f(z) = sin z are equivalent
representations of the same thing for all real numbers z, (in fact, for all complex
numbers z). This is not always true. More commonly, a series is only a valid,
equivalent representation of a function for some more restricted values of z. The
technical name for this idea is convergence–the series only “converges” to the
value of the function on some restricted domain.
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Find the power series for the function f(z) = 1
1+z2 . Then, using the Math-

ematica worksheet from class:
http://physics.oregonstate.edu/~roundyd/COURSES/ph320/schedule/

week1/thursday/02-Approximations-using-power-series/03-Power-series-with-Mathematica.

nb 1 as a model, explore the convergence of this series. Where does your se-
ries for this new function converge? Can you see the reflection of the region of
convergence in the graphs of the various approximations? Print out a plot and
write a brief description (a sentence or two) of the region of convergence.

Problem 2.7: Euler’s formula

a) Work out the power series for eix, where i2 = −1.

b) What is the real part of this power series?

c) What is the imaginary part of this power series?

d) How is eix related to sinx and cosx?

1the link is called “Power series with Mathematica”
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